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SUMMARY

Supergenes are groups of tightly linked loci whose
variation is inherited as a single Mendelian locus
and are a common genetic architecture for complex
traits under balancing selection [1–8]. Supergene al-
leles are long-range haplotypes with numerous muta-
tions underlying distinct adaptive strategies, often
maintained in linkage disequilibrium through the sup-
pression of recombination by chromosomal rear-
rangements [1, 5, 7–9]. However, themechanismgov-
erning the formation of supergenes is not well
understood and poses the paradox of establishing
divergent functional haplotypes in the face of recom-
bination. Here, we show that the formation of the su-
pergene alleles encoding mimicry polymorphism in
the butterfly Heliconius numata is associated with
the introgression of a divergent, inverted chromo-
somal segment. Haplotype divergence and linkage
disequilibrium indicate that supergene alleles, each
allowing precisewing-pattern resemblance to distinct
butterflymodels, originate from over amillion years of
independent chromosomal evolution in separate line-
ages. These ‘‘superalleles’’ have evolved from a chro-
mosomal inversion captured by introgression and
maintained in balanced polymorphism, triggering su-
pergene inheritance. This mode of evolution involving
the introgression of a chromosomal rearrangement is
likely to be a common feature of complex structural
polymorphisms associated with the coexistence of
distinct adaptive syndromes. This shows that the
reticulation of genealogies may have a powerful
influence on the evolution of genetic architectures in
nature.

RESULTS

How new beneficial traits that require more than one novel muta-

tion emerge in natural populations is a long-standing question in
biology [10–12]. Supergenes control alternative adaptive strate-

gies that require the association of multiple coadapted charac-

ters and have evolved repeatedly in many taxa under balancing

selection. Examples include floral heteromorphy determining

alternative pollination strategies [1], butterfly mimicry of alterna-

tive wing pattern and behaviors of toxic models [2–4], contrast-

ing mating tactics in several birds [5, 6], and alternative social or-

ganization in ant colonies [7]. In most documented cases, the

maintenance of character associations is mediated by polymor-

phic rearrangements, such as inversions, which suppress local

recombination and allow the differentiated supergene alleles to

persist [1, 5, 7–9]. However, the build-up of differentiated haplo-

types from initially recombining loci is poorly understood [13, 14].

Recombination is necessary to bring into linkage mutations that

arise on different haplotypes but also acts to break down co-

adapted combinations. While inversions may capture epistatic

alleles at adjacent loci, this requires adaptive polymorphism at

both loci prior to the rearrangement. Furthermore, linkage

disequilibrium around functional mutations under balancing se-

lection persists only over short evolutionary times [15]. The few

models of supergene evolution [10, 16] do not readily yield the

conditions for the formation of differentiated haplotypes or the

evolutionary trajectory of functional genetic elements within rear-

ranged non-recombining regions after the initial structural

variation.

To understand allelic evolution in supergenes, we studied

Amazonian populations of the butterfly Heliconius numata, in

which up to seven distinct wing-pattern morphs coexist (Fig-

ure 1A), each one matching to near perfection the colors and

shapes of other toxic Lepidoptera (Heliconiinae, Danainae,

Pericopiinae) [12]. This balanced polymorphism is controlled

by a supergene locus (P) associated with an inversion polymor-

phism [12] that captures multiple genetic loci controlling wing-

pattern variation in butterflies and moths [4, 18–21] and allows

multiple wing elements to be inherited as a single Mendelian

character. The ancestral chromosomal arrangement, called

Hn0, is associated with the recessive supergene allele [17],

which controls the widely distributed morph silvana. All other

characterized supergene alleles, grouped into a family of alleles

calledHn1, determine a diversity of mimetic morphs dominant to

silvana and associated with the 400-kb inversion P1 (Figure 1A;

[9, 17]). A subset of these alleles is associated with additional
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Figure 1. Distribution of Supergene Inver-

sions in the Silvaniform Clade of Heliconius

(A) Structure of the H. numata (Hn) mimicry su-

pergene P characterized by polymorphic in-

versions and some of the morphs associated with

each arrangement. P allows Hn to produce highly

distinguishable morphs in the same location. The

first derived inversion (P1, blue), is common to all

rearranged alleles (Hn1) and distinguishes them

from the ancestral, recessive P alleles (mimetic

forms silvana or laura, Hn0). The P dominant allele

(Andean mimetic form bicoloratus and peeblesi) is

controlled by a rearrangement including only the

chromosomal inversion P1. A further rearrange-

ment (P2, green) linked to the first inversion is

associated with a large diversity of derived, inter-

mediate dominant mimicry alleles [9, 17]. A 4-kb

duplication was also detected only in individuals

showing the inversion P1.

(B) Presence/absence of the two major re-

arrangements in species closely related to

H. numata (silvaniform clade), tested by PCR of

breakpoint-diagnostic markers and independently

by duplication-diagnostic CNV assays. All species

are fixed for the ancestral arrangement (red),

except H. pardalinus (Hp), fixed for P1, and

H. numata showing polymorphism for P1 and P2.

Silvaniform members are represented with a solid

line on the species tree, while outgroup species are

represented with a dashed line.

See also Table S1, S2, and S3.
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rearrangements (P2) in adjacent positions [12]. The emergence of

the P supergene architecture is therefore associated with the

introduction of inversion P1, maintained at intermediate fre-

quency by balancing selection and followed by adjacent rear-

rangements. To explore the origin and evolution of the P super-

gene, we thus tracked the history of inversion P1. This inversion

forms a well-differentiated haplotype that is distinct from the

ancestral haplotype along its entire length (Figure 4B) and with

extreme values of linkage disequilibrium (LD) [12]. Inversion P1

therefore stands as a block of up to 7,000 differentiated SNPs

along its 400-kb length, associated with supergene evolution,

adaptive diversification, and dominance variation.

Heliconius numata belongs to the so-called silvaniform clade

of ten species, which diverged ca. 4 million years ago (mya)

from its sister clade (Figure 1B; Figure 2A; Figure S1; [23]). The

Heliconius, and silvaniform members particularly, are knows to

be highly connected by gene flow and to notably exchange

wing pattern loci [19, 24–27]. To investigate the history of inver-

sion P1, we surveyed the presence of this inversion in other spe-

cies of the clade. PCR amplification of inversion breakpoints

showed that inversion P1 was polymorphic in H. numata (Hn)

across its Amazonian range and was also found fixed in all pop-

ulations of H. pardalinus (Hp), a non-sister species deeply diver-

gent from H. numata within the silvaniform clade (Figure 1B and

Table S3). All other taxa, including the sister species ofH. numata

and that of H. pardalinus, were positive only for markers diag-

nostic of the ancestral gene order. Furthermore, a 4-kb duplica-
2 Current Biology 28, 1–7, June 4, 2018
tion associated with P1 in Hn was also found in whole-genome-

sequence datasets for all Hp individuals and no other taxon (Fig-

ure 1B and Table S2). Breakpoint homology and similar molecu-

lar signatures in Hp and Hn are thus consistent with a single

origin of this inversion. This sharing of P1 between non-sister

species could be due to the differential fixation of an ancient

polymorphic inversion (incomplete lineage sorting, ILS) or to a

secondary transfer through introgression.

To clarify whether this sharing between Hp and Hn is a rare

anomaly specifically associated with the supergene locus or a

common feature that is also found elsewhere in the genome,

we estimated the excess of shared derived mutations between

sympatricHp andHn relative to an allopatric control,H. ismenius

(Hi, sister species ofHn), using the fd statistic [28]. We estimated

that a significant 6.2% of the genome was shared via gene flow

betweenHn andHp (mean fd = 0.062*, Figure 3 and Figure S2C),

consistent with a general signal of genome-wide gene flow be-

tween Hn and other species within the silvaniform clade (Fig-

ure S2) and between other Heliconius species [24]. When fd is

estimated using Hn specimens homozygous for inversion P1

(Hn1), the supergene scaffold is associated with a strong peak

of shared derived mutations between Hn and Hp (mean = 0.38,

95% interval 0.34–0.41, Figure 3, blue arrow). This is not

observed between Hn1 and other silvaniforms (Figure S2), nor

when using Hn specimens homozygous for the ancestral super-

gene arrangement (Hn0 ; Figure S2C). Between Hn1 and Hp, the

entire P1 inversion shows a high level of fd, which drops to



A B Figure 2. Whole-Genome and Inversion

Phylogenies of H. numata and Related Spe-

cies

(A) Whole genome phylogeny, showing two well-

separated branches grouping H. pardalinus and

H. elevatus on the one hand and H. numata and

H. ismenius on the other hand, consistent with

previous studies (e.g., [23], see Figure S1 for the

phylogeny with all taxa).

(B) Undated inversion P1 phylogeny. All Hn in-

dividuals displaying the inversion P1 (Hn1) group

with Hp, while Hn individuals displaying the ances-

tral arrangement (Hn0) remainwithsister speciesHi.

He groups closer to the outgroup (Hc) reflecting

introgressionwithH.melpomene, a species closely

related to Hc (Figure S1; [24]). For clarity, only

species that are informative to introgression history

are represented here. The inversion is a 400-kb

segment displaying much phylogenetic heteroge-

neity among the other taxa, reflecting a complex

history of gene flow and incomplete lineage sorting

(see Figure S1 for phylogenies including all taxa).

See also Table S1.
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background levels precisely at inversion breakpoints (Figure 4C).

Hn1 and Hp therefore share a block of derived mutations asso-

ciated with the inversion.

Contrary to estimates from the whole genome, a local excess of

fd—denoting a local excess of shared derivedmutations between

two taxa—may be due to incomplete lineage sorting or to gene

flow. To determine the cause of the local excess of fd at the

supergene, we estimated the divergence times of Hn1 and Hp

within and outside of inversion P1. The unique ancestor of inver-

sion P1 in Hp and Hn1 was estimated to be 2.3 million years

(Ma) old (95% interval 1.98–2.63 mya, Figure 4D; gray triangles

in Figure 2), significantly more recent than the divergence time

of the rest of the genome (3.59 mya; 95% interval 3.37–3.75

mya; Figure 4D), which indicates that the inversion was shared

by gene flow among lineages well after their split. This introgres-

sion can be dated to an interval between the time to the most

recent common ancestor (TMRCA) of Hp and Hn1 inversions
Figure 3. Excess of Shared Derived Mutations between Hp and Hn1

fd statistic computed in non-overlapping 20-kb sliding windows and plotted along

here the excess of shared derived mutations between Hp and Hn1 relative to a c

mutations to be polarized as ‘‘ancestral’’ (A) or ‘‘derived’’ (B). A mean fd = 0 is e

groupedwithin an ‘‘A’’ chromosome. The supergene scaffold (HE667780) is indica

kb block size).

See also Figure S2 and Table S1.
(i.e., 2.30 mya) and the TMRCA of all Hn1 inversions (2.24 mya,

95% interval 1.89–2.59mya,FigureS3D;black triangle inFigure2),

i.e., about 1.30Ma afterHp-Hn speciation. We then estimated the

age of the inversion considering that its occurrence also induces

the 4-kb duplication we detected. We identified the two se-

quences of the duplicated region associated with the inversion

in an Hn1 BAC library and in an Hn1 genome assembly and esti-

mated their divergence time. We found that the duplication and

most probably the inversion occurred 2.41 mya (95% interval

1.96–2.71 mya). This indicates that inversion P1 may have spread

between lineages Hp and Hn shortly after the inversion event.

To determine the direction of introgression, we surveyed the

position of the sister species to Hn (Hi) and to Hp (H. elevatus,

He) in phylogenies computed along the supergene scaffold

and in other regions of the genome. The genome as a whole

and regions flanking the inversion all show a similar topology

to the one found by Kozak et al. [23], with expected sister
the whole genome. The ABBA-BABA framework and related statistics assess

ontrol (Hi) not connected to the others by gene flow. Outgroup Hc allows the

xpected if Hp is not connected to Hn1 by gene flow. Unmapped contigs are

ted with a gray arrow. Standard error was assessedwith block jackknifing (600-

Current Biology 28, 1–7, June 4, 2018 3



Figure 4. Phylogenetic and Divergence Variation at the Supergene Scaffold

(A) Weightings (Twisst [22]) for all fifteen possible phylogenetical topologies involvingH. numatawith inversion (Hn1),H. numatawithout inversion (Hn0),H. ismenius

(Hi), H. pardalinus (Hp), and H. elevatus (He), with loess smoothing (level = 0.05). Topology 1 is the species topology. Strong topology change occurs at inversion

breakpoints. Within the inversion, the best supported topologies (2, 3, and 4) group Hn1 close to Hp. See Figure S4 for Twisst analyses with other taxa.

(B) FST scan between Hn1 and Hn0. Inversion P1 shows a generally high Fst value contrary to the rest of the genome. P2 rearrangement (1,028–1,330 kb) shows

lower but nonetheless elevated FST values.

(C) fd statistic (ABBA-BABA) computed in 10-kb sliding windows (increment = 500bp) with P1 =Hn0,P2 =Hn1, P3 =Hp,O=Hc.Outside the inversion, an fd value

close to 0 is observed, as expected under a no-gene-flow scenario. At P1 inversion breakpoints, fd values strongly increase and remain high across the entire

inversion.

(D) Variation in divergence time between Hn1 and Hp, computed in 10-kb non-overlapping sliding windows. Divergence time inside the inversion is significantly

lower than in the rest of the genome.

See also Figure S3 and Table S1.
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relationships of Hi and Hn and of He and Hp (Figure 2A and Fig-

ure S1). Evaluating the support for each possible topology

among the five informative taxa (Hn0, Hn1, Hi, Hp, He) using

Twisst [22] confirmed the consistent support for the separation

of (Hn, Hi) and (Hp, He) clades despite a high level of incomplete

lineage sorting within each clade (Figure 4A and Figure S4). By

contrast, the inversion P1 shows strong support for topologies

that group Hn1 with Hp, and major topology changes coincide

with inversion breakpoints (Figures 2B and 4A and Figure S4),

consistent with a single origin of the inversion. Within the inver-

sion, the highest support consistently goes to Hn1 grouping
4 Current Biology 28, 1–7, June 4, 2018
within (Hp, He) and away from (Hn, Hi) (Figure 4C, topology 2),

indicating an introgression from Hp to Hn. This conclusion is

robust to the species used as sister groups to Hn or Hp (Figures

S4D–S4G). Alternative topologies (3 and 4) are also found in rela-

tively high proportions in the interval �650–850 kb, presumably

owing to high levels of incomplete lineage sorting at the clade

level in this region or to ancient gene flow among other species

of the clade. Supporting these interpretations, topology analysis

with taxa unaffected by Hn1-Hp introgression (for instance, us-

ing Hn0 and replacing Hp with a closely related species,

H. hecale) still showed the same pattern of unresolved
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phylogenetic signal in this interval between the two major

branches of the clade (Hp-He-H. hecale versus Hn-Hi) (Figures

S4H and S4I). This suggests that the mixed phylogenetic signal

found in this interval is independent of the introgression. Overall,

our results show that the inversion P1 most likely occurred in Hp

2.41 mya and was introgressed in Hn between 2.24 and 2.30

mya, where it remained polymorphic, forming the P supergene.

DISCUSSION

Sustained differentiation between P alleles over the entire length

of the inversion inH. numata is therefore explained by the 1.3 Ma

of independent evolution of an inverted haplotype within

H. pardalinus. This differentiation was maintained and accentu-

ated after introgression by the suppression of recombination.

Our results show that, as previously hypothesized [5, 13, 14],

complex balanced polymorphisms such as those controlled by

supergenes may evolve via the differentiation of rearranged hap-

lotypes in separate lineages, followed by adaptive introgression

in a host population where differentiated haplotypes are pre-

served through suppression of recombination, and maintained

by balancing selection. This provides the first empirical evidence

for a mechanism to explain the formation of supergene and

offers a parsimonious solution to the paradox of the evolution

of divergent haplotypes in face of recombination. This mecha-

nismmay bewidespread andmay explain how other supergenes

have evolved, from the social organization supergene in ants [7]

to the coloration and behavior supergene of the white-throated

sparrow [5].

Supergene formation through adaptive introgression requires

an initial selective advantage to the inversion in the recipient

population and balancing selection maintaining the polymor-

phism. InH. numata, the introgressed arrangement is associated

with a successful melanic phenotype (bicoloratus) mimicking

abundant local species in the foothills of the Andes and enjoying

a 7-fold increase in protection relative to ancestral arrangements

[29]. This introgression likely constitutes an ecological and altitu-

dinal expansion to premontane Andean foothills, where the

melanic wing mimicry ring dominates, and an empirical example

for the theoretical role of inversions as ‘‘adaptive cassettes’’ trig-

gering eco-geographical expansions in an introgressed lineage

[30]. Despite their role in reproductive isolation [31], inversions

may be prone to adaptive introgression through combined selec-

tion on linkedmutations [32]. This is supported by the rapid intro-

gression of inversion P1 after it was formed.

Inversion P1 linked with the adjacent rearrangement P2 is also

associated with other well-protected mimetic forms [9, 29], and

most H. numata phenotypes associated with the inversion are

unmatched in H. pardalinus, indicating that introgression was fol-

lowed by further adaptive diversification to local mimicry niches.

Balancing selection, mediated by negative assortative mating

among inversion genotypes, prevents the fixation of the inversion,

as reflected by a deficit of homozygotes for the introgressed

haplotype in thewild [33]. Supergeneevolution is thereforeconsis-

tentwith the introgressed inversion having a strong advantageun-

der mimicry selection but being maintained in a polymorphism

with ancestral haplotypes by negative frequency-dependence.

Beyond suggesting a mechanism for supergene evolution,

these findings demonstrate how introgression, when involving
structural variants, can trigger the emergence of novel genetic

architectures. This scenario may underlie the evolution of

many complex polymorphisms under balancing selection in a

wide variety of organisms, such as MHC loci in vertebrates

[34], self-incompatibility loci in plants [35], mating types in fungi

[36], or—much more generally—sex chromosomes. Our results

therefore shed new light on the importance of introgression as

a mechanism shaping the architecture of genomes and assisting

the evolution of complex adaptive strategies.
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Further information and requests of resources should be directed to andwill be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Mathieu Joron (mathieu.

joron@cefe.cnrs.fr).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

92 specimens (male or female without distinction) of H. numata, H. ismenius, H. elevatus, H. pardalinus, H. hecale, H. ethilla, H.

besckei, H. melpomene and H. cydno were collected in the wild in Peru, Ecuador, Colombia, French Guiana, Panama and Mexico

(Table S1)

METHOD DETAILS

Dna extraction and sequencing
Butterfly’ bodies were conserved in NaCl saturated DMSO solution at �20�C and DNA was extracted using QIAGEN DNeasy blood

and tissue kits according to the manufacturers’ instructions and with RNase treatment. Illumina Truseq paired-end whole genome
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libraries were prepared and 2x100bp reads were sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform. Reads were mapped to the

H. melpomene Hmel1 reference genome [24] using Stampy v1.0.23 [37] with default settings except for setting the substitution

rate to 0.05 to allow for expected divergence from the reference. Alignment filemanipulations used SAMtools v0.1.19 [38]. After map-

ping, duplicate reads were excluded using theMarkDuplicates tool in Picard (v1.107; http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard) and local

indel realignment using IndelRealigner was performed with GATK v2.1.5 [39]. Invariant and polymorphic sites were called with GATK

UnifiedGenotyper. Filtering was performed on individual samples using GATK VariantFiltration to remove sites with depth < 10 or

greater than 4 times the median coverage of the sample, or sites with low mapping quality (using the expression ‘‘MQ < 40.0 jj
MQ0>= 4 && ((MQ0 /(1.0*DP))>0.1).’’ SnpSift filter [40] was used to exclude sites with QUAL or GQ less than or equal to 30. After

filtering, variant call files were merged using GATK CombineVariants.

PCR analysis and genotyping
Inversion breakpoints were genotyped by PCR amplification of genomic DNA using Thermo Scientific� Phusion High-Fidelity

DNA Polymerase. Primer sequences and PCR conditions used are: for P1, CCATTMTGCCAATTTMGTCT (forward) and TCMGGACT

ATCTTTGTATGC (reverse), elongation time 2030’’; for P2, CCATTMTGCCAATTTMGTCT (forward) and GGTTACGGATGTCTTTAATG

(reverse), elongation time 2030’’; for P0, AGTTTTTAAGCTGTTTCTCC (forward) and GTTAGTGCCCTGCCAAACAC (reverse), elonga-

tion time 3030’’

Duplication Analysis
Copy number analysis of the supergene scaffold was performed on resequence alignments after duplicate removal and local realign-

ment using CNVnator v0.3 [41] with default settings and a bin size of 100bp.

The 4kb sequence detected as duplicated was blasted [42] against the Hn1 BAC clone library from Ref [12]. and against a

H. numata genome, generated by the Heliconius consortium using a combination of SMRT long read (Pacific Biosciences) and Illu-

mina short read (Discovar assembly), and available on LebBase (http://ensembl.lepbase.org/index.html). Three BAC clones (38 g4,

24i10 and 30F8) and two scaffolds (scaffold13474 and scaffold16807) showed high blast values (e-value = 0). Their entire sequences

weremapped on theH.melpomene reference genomewith BLAST [42]. They correspond to two regions close to the two breakpoints

of inversion P1. The sequences resulting from the duplications were extracted from theBAC clones and the scaffolds and alignedwith

MUSCLE [43].

ABBA-BABA analysis
ABBA-BABA analyses were conducted with the scripts provided by Ref [28]. The fd statistic was computed in 20 kb non-overlapping

windows for the whole genome (min. genotyped position = 1000) and 10 kb sliding windows with a 500bp step, (min. genotyped po-

sition = 500) for the supergene scaffold (HE667780).

Phylogenetic analyses
To determine the direction of introgression, we used the fact that the introgressed species should appear phylogenetically closer than

expected to the donor species, but also closer to the sister species of the donor. Thus, considering a species topology like

(A,B),(C,(D,E)), a sequence showing a (A,C)(D,(E,B)) topology probably arose by the way of an introgression from E to B, whereas

a sequence showing a ((B,E),A)(D,C) topology probably arose via introgression fromB to E. To search for such patterns, we computed

a whole genome phylogeny and several phylogenies at different locations within and outside the inversion.

The whole genome phylogeny was obtainedwith SNPhylo [44], with 100 bootstraps andH. cydno as the outgroup. RaxML [45] was

used to determine local phylogenies, with GTRCAT model and 100 bootstrap. Nevertheless, we found that individuals from the

different species were frequently mixed and the species topology was highly variable, complicating the interpretation of topology

changes at the inversion location. We thus used Twisst [22] to unravel the changes in topology and assess phylogenetic discordance

along the supergene scaffold . We used Beagle [46] to phase the haplotypes of the supergene scaffold, with 10000 bp size and

1000 bp overlapping sliding windows. Maximum likelihood trees were generated with the phyml_sliding_window.py script with

the GTR model and a 50 SNP sliding window (https://github.com/simonhmartin/twisst).

Divergence time analyses
To discriminate between introgression and ancestral polymorphism hypotheses, Bayesian inferences of the divergence time be-

tween H. pardalinus and H. numata were made with Phylobayes [47]. Analyses were performed on 10 kb non-overlapping sliding

windows, using all individuals of the two species and including individuals of all other species in our dataset to obtain better resolu-

tion. Date estimates were calculated relative to the divergence of H. cydno with the silvaniform clade, estimated by Ref [23]. to be

approximately 3,84 mya., using a log-normal autocorrelated relaxed clock. Each chain ran for at least 30000 states, with 10000

burn-in states. Chain convergence was checked with Tracer (http://beast.community/tracer). Resultant trees and time estimates

were analyzed with ete3 python library [48].

Divergence of the duplication-associated sequences was done in the same way. Whole genome resequence data from all species

except Hn1 and Hpwere used, as well as sequences from the three BAC clones and the H. numata genome. Hn1 and Hp specimens

were not used, as they tend to artificially increase the mutation rate inferred by Phylobayes
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Standard error of fdmean at whole genome level was assessedwith 1000 blocks Jackknife, using 600 kb block. In a similar way, 1000

bootstrap were used to assess the 95% confidence interval of fd mean on the inversion P1. 95% confidence interval of divergence

times were directly obtained from the posterior distribution inferred by Phylobayes [47].

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

The datasets generated or analyzed during this study are available from NCBI SRA (PRJEB12740, PRJEB1749, PRJEB2743,

PRJEB8011, PRJNA308754, PRJNA471310). Individual sample accession numbers are indicated in Table S1.
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